In this paper, a practical clock-scheduling engine is introduced. The minimum feasible clock-period is obtained by using a modified Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm. Then an optimum cost clockschedule is obtained by using a bipartite matching algorithm. It also provides useful information to circuit synthesis tools. The experiment to a circuit with about 10000 registers and 100000 signal paths shows that a result is obtained within a few minutes. The computation time is almost linear to the circuit size in practice.
Introduction
Due to the difficulty of clock-distribution and the increase of instantaneous power consumption and noise, the circuit design methodology without zero clock-skew is becoming popular. However, a layout-aware clock-schedule design methodology that takes the feasibility and efficiency of layout into account is not established yet. In this paper, we propose two efficient algorithms that determine the minimum feasible clock-period and a minimum cost schedule which are essential to obtain a layout-aware clock-schedule.
In the circuit synthesis tools, clock-scheduling is executed many times as a subroutine. Therefore, the computation time is the prime subject. Moreover, it should handle various constraints derived from various design styles such as the minimum and maximum clock-timing for each register, latch based circuitry, and multi-clock-cycle signal paths, etc.
The minimum feasible clock-period in terms of clockscheduling is better to be known in clock-scheduling, since it is an important index of the constraints. The minimum feasible clock-period is obtained by linear programming [2] , [3] , by graph-theoretic approaches with binary search [4] - [7] , or by graph-theoretic approaches without binary search [8] , [9] . However, the method using linear programming which can handle at most several thousands of registers is not practical. While, graph-theoretic approaches which construct a constraint graph that represents various constraints can handle a circuit of practical size. The constraints are feasible if and only if the constraint graph con- * The preliminary version was presented at [1] . a) E-mail: atsushi@lab.ss.titech.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e89-a. 4.1005 tains no negative cycle. Let n and m be the number of registers and the number of register pairs with signal path, respectively. The minimum clock-period is obtained by using O(nm) Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm with binary search [4] - [6] . The exact minimum clock-period is obtained in O(n 2 m) by using the minimum cycle Z-mean algorithm [8] which is a generalization of the maximum cyclemean algorithm [10] , and obtained in O(nm + n 2 log n) [9] by using parameterized shortest path algorithm [11] .
In this paper, first, we propose a more efficient Bellman-Ford based algorithm that decides whether the graph contains a negative cycle or not. The original Bellman-Ford shortest algorithm is very time-consuming if the graph contains a negative cycle since it requires n repetitions of update procedure. Therefore, negative cycle detection methods are required to handle a graph that corresponds to a larger circuit [12] . In our proposed algorithm, the simple negative cycle detection method is adopted. The overhead when there is no negative cycle in a graph is negligible. The time complexity of our proposed algorithm is O(km + k 2 n) where k is the maximum number of distinct edges in a shortest trail in the graph which can be regarded as a small constant in most cases. By using this decision algorithm, the minimum clock-period with certain precision is obtained by binary search.
The second algorithm is a minimum cost scheduling algorithm. In general, there are a lot of clock-schedules that satisfy the constraints. Therefore, clock-scheduling can be used to improve the circuit reliability [7] - [9] , [13] - [15] and other objectives such as area, wire length and power. In order to use the design margin for other objectives, we assume that the target clock-timing is given for each register. We define the sum of difference between the obtained clock-timing in the clock-schedule and the target clock-timing for every register as the cost of clock-scheduling as in [16] . The algorithm in [16] computes repeatedly a maximum matching of a bipartite graph and obtains a minimum cost clock-schedule efficiently. However, in [16] , how to handle the maximum and minimum clock-timing constraints is not discussed. We extend their algorithm to handle these timing constraints. Although the total time complexity is O(n 2 m), the efficiency of the algorithm is shown empirically.
Our clock-scheduling engine computes the minimum feasible clock-period and obtains a minimum cost clockschedule by using proposed algorithms. Then, our engine defines the range of clock-timing of each register so that every constraint is satisfied whenever the clock-timing is reCopyright c 2006 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers alized within each defined range. The engine also provides useful information to the circuit synthesis tools. In experiments to circuits with up to about ten thousand registers, we show that the minimum feasible clock-period and a minimum cost schedule are obtained within a few minutes by our engine.
Preliminaries
We consider a circuit with a single clock consisting of registers and combinatorial circuits between them. The clocktiming s(v) of register v is the difference in clock arrival time between v and an arbitrary chosen (perhaps hypothetical) reference register. The set of clock-timings is called a clockschedule.
We assume the framework that a circuit works correctly if the following two types of constraints are satisfied for each register pair with signal propagation [2] :
where T is the clock-period and d max (u, v) (d min (u, v) ) is intuitively the maximum (minimum) propagation delay from register u to register v along a combinatorial circuit. More
, and margin s (v) (≥ 0) are the maximum propagation delay from u to v, the setup-time of register v, and the predefined timing margin of v, respectively. Similarly,
, and margin h (v) (≥ 0) are the minimum propagation delay from u to v, the hold-time of register v, and the predefined timing margin. The timing margin is used to secure the feasibility in realizing clock-timing and to secure the reliability of the circuit. Note that d min (u, v) could be negative if the minimum propagation delay d (u, v) is small.
Multi-clock-cycle signal paths are often used in a conventional zero clock-skew design in order to avoid the performance limitation caused by the maximum signal delay between registers. The constraints for a register pair with signal propagation defined as above are extended so that they correspond to general situations [17] :
where α u,v and β u,v are given constants for each pair (0 ≤ α u,v < β u,v ). Note that, for a pair with single-clock-cycle signal path, α u,v and β u,v are given as 0 and 1, respectively. This formulation enables us to handle multi-clock-cycle signal paths, mixture of positive-edge and negative-edge registers, latch based circuitry, and multi-clocks that have different periods, etc. Note that the feasible clock-period has no upper bound if α u,v is 0 for every pair. That is, if T is feasible then for any T (≥ T ) is feasible. However, the feasible clock-period has an upper bound if α u,v is not 0 for some pairs.
In designing a block, a subcircuit, the input and output timings of I/O pins of the block are fixed or constrained by the other parts. An arbitrary large difference of clocktimings in clock-schedule is impractical. Therefore, we are often requested to handle the upper bound u(v) and the lower bound l(v) of clock-timing of register v. In such cases, we prepare the virtual register whose clock-timing is fixed to 0 as used in [6] , [9] . The constraints on the upper and lower bounds of clock-timing are described in terms of the virtual signal path from/to the virtual register.
These constraints are represented by the constraint graph. The constraint graph G(V, E) is defined as follows: a vertex v ∈ V corresponds to a register, a directed edge (u, v) ∈ E corresponds to either type of constraints; edge (u, v) corresponding to the hold (setup) constraint is called hold-edge (setup-edge), and the weight
. Let E hold and E setup be the set of hold-edges and the set of setup-edges, respectively. The constraint graph G when the clock-period is t is denoted by G t . Similarly, weight w(u, v) when the clockperiod is t is denoted by w t (u, v).
If the slack of an edge is 0, the edge is said to be critical. A cycle (path) consisting of critical edges is called a critical cycle (path). Note that the constraints can be satisfied if and only if G contains no negative cycle [6] , [8] , [18] . The smallest clock-period t such that G contains no negative cycle is denoted by T (G). Note that there exists a critical cycle in G t for a feasible clock-schedule if and only if the clock-period t is T (G).
Minimum Feasible Clock-Period
By using constraint graph, we can decide whether the given clock-period is feasible or not. The clock-period t is feasible if and only if the constraint graph G t contains no negative cycle. The detection of negative cycle in a directed graph is possible by using Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm. The distance of a vertex from an arbitrary chosen vertex r, called root, is defined as the weight of a shortest trail whose weight is minimum among all trails that connect between root r and the vertex. The weight of a trail is the sum of edge weights in the trail in which the multiple occurrences of edges are allowed. If the distance of every vertex is finite, then there is no negative cycle in the graph and BellmanFord shortest path algorithm converges. The famous Dijkstra shortest path algorithm is not applicable since the graph contains edges with negative weight.
If there is no negative cycle in the constraint graph, Bellman-Ford algorithm converges in early stages since the number of distinct edges in a shortest trail is much smaller than the number of vertices in the constraint graph extracted from a circuit. However, if there are negative cycles, the update procedure in Bellman-Ford algorithm is repeated as many times as the number of vertices since Bellman-Ford algorithm does not converge. Thus, a negative cycle detection strategy is required to detect a negative cycle in early stages. There are several negative cycle detection strategies [12] . Among them, we adopt the simplest one called "walk to the root." In [12] , "walk to the root" was concluded as a slow one since the overhead of "walk to the root" for grid graphs, which have larger radius compared with the constraint graph, is significantly larger than other strategies. However, the overhead for the constraint graph is less than 1% in our experiments which is small enough.
In the strategy "walk to the root," a negative cycle is detected if root r is not reachable from a vertex by following parent pointers. In [12] , the checking from vertex u that follows parent pointers is executed before labeling operation with respect to edge (u, v). If vertex v is contained in the route from u to r, then labeling operation to v from u creates a cycle and a negative cycle is detected. Otherwise the labeling operation does not create a cycle. In our proposed algorithm, the checking from u is executed after all labeling operations to the neighbors of u are done. If a cycle is created by these operations, the cycle contains u, that is, u is contained in the route from u. Otherwise, r is reachable from u. Moreover, the our algorithm detects a negative cycle if the labeling operation to root r is done.
Our proposed negative cycle detection algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . Let n, m, and k be the number of vertices, the number of edges, and the number of distinct edges in a shortest trail, respectively. The time complexity of initialization (steps 1, 2, and 3), the labeling operation and "walk
set parent pointer from v to u.
if r is in Q 2 return "No." /* negative cycle exists */ 14.
if reach u by following parent pointer from u return "No." /* negative cycle exists */ 15. endwhile 16. if Q 2 is empty return "Yes." /* no negative cycle */ 17. Q 1 ← Q 2 , Q 2 ← ∅, goto step 4. to the root" (steps 13 and 14) , are O(n), O (1) , and O(k), respectively. In each update procedure, the labeling operation and step 14 are executed at most m times and at most n times, respectively. The update procedure is repeated k times. Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(km + k 2 n). Note that the time complexity of the algorithm based on "walk to the root" before labeling operation is O(k 2 m), which is larger than our proposed algorithm, though the difference in computation times is very small in experiments.
By using proposed negative cycle detection algorithm, we can check whether the given clock-period is feasible or not. In order to use this algorithm in binary search, we need to find lower and upper bounds of the minimum feasible clock-period. The maximum signal propagation delay from a register to the same register gives a lower bound of feasible clock-period. The difference of the maximum and minimum signal propagation delays from a register to another register gives also a lower bound of clock-period. We adopt the larger of these two lower bounds as the lower bound of the binary search. In case α u,v is 0 for each pair, there is no upper bound in feasible clock-period. We adopt the maximum signal propagation delay between registers as an upper bound since it gives a feasible clock-period even in zero clock-skew framework if there is no negative cycle consisting of hold-edges. In case α u,v is not 0 for some pairs, the above approach might miss the feasible clock-period range. If the maximum feasible clock-period is less than the maximum signal propagation delay, then we fail to find the feasible clock-period range. However, we do not take these cases into consideration at this point since they seldom happen.
The algorithm to determine the minimum feasible clock-period is shown in Fig. 2 . The above mentioned lower and upper bounds of the minimum feasible clock-period are determined in O(m). The time complexity of the algorithm is O(γ(km + k 2 n)) where γ is the number of repetitions of the decision algorithm. In experiments, k and γ are less than 100 and 20, respectively.
else L := M endif 11. endwhile 12. return T . 
Minimum Cost Scheduling
The minimum cost scheduling algorithm is shown in Figs. 3,  4 , and 5. The cost of a clock-schedule s is defined as the sum of differences between the clock-timing s(v) and the target clock-timing o(v) of register v. The algorithm finds a clockschedule with the minimum cost efficiently.
The computation time depends on an initial clockschedule, though the final cost is same. We found a better 
Procedure TryDec( G T (V, E T ), l, o, s ) Input: constraint graph G T , lower bound l(v), target timing o(v), and current clock-timing s(v) for
for all X i ∈ X 8.
endfor 13. endif 14. return s. 
Procedure FindCRD( G(V
X i ∩F 2 = ∅, and there is no outgoing edge from X i to (V 1 ∪V 2 )\X i in G. initial solution in step 1 of Procedure MinCost in Fig. 3 by using a variance of Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm, but a detailed discussion is omitted here. The initial solution is modified repeatedly by procedures TryDec and TryInc until an optimum solution is obtained. In Procedure TryDec, the clock-timing of each register in the vertex set X i obtained by Procedure FindCRD is decreased by δ. Procedure TryDec and Procedure FindCRD are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Procedure TryInc is defined similarly but omitted. Although the strategy of this algorithm is same as that in [16] , the constraints on upper bound u(v) and lower bound l(v) of clock-timing of register v are taken into account.
Find maximum matching in bipartite graph
For a given clock-schedule, a vertex set X i is said to be cost reducible by decrease (CRD) if the cost of the clockschedule is reduced without violating constraints by decreasing the clock-timing of each register in X i by the same amount. That is, |{v
, and X i has no outgoing critical edge to V \ X i . For each CRD, the amount of change is determined in order to reduce the cost maximally without violating the constraints. Notice that cost reducible vertex sets by increase can be found by similar procedure. . Let V + , V 0 , and V − be the subsets of V such that δ is positive, 0, and negative, respectively. Let
Similarly, we have v∈V − |s (v)| ≥ v∈V − |s(v)|. Therefore, v∈V |s (v)| ≥ v∈V |s(v)|, and this contradicts the assumption.
Although the time complexity of Procedure MinCost is O(n 2 m) where n and m are the number of registers and the number of register pairs with signal path, respectively, the experiments show that it is practically fast.
Clock-Scheduling System
The procedures described in previous sections and others are combined into one system as shown in Fig. 6 . Here, other procedures in the system are briefly described. By defining margin s (v) and margin h (v), the minimum range of clock-timing for each register is secured. However, since the effect of clock-scheduling is not considered in the current circuit synthesis, the clock-timing of most registers in the circuit can have very large range without violating the circuit functionality. The larger the range of clock-timing is, the easier the realization is. This means that the possibility of reduction of other metrics such as clock wire length, power consumption in clock-tree increase. Therefore, we secure the range of clock-timing as large as possible by a greedy heuristic MaxRange (details are omitted).
This system is used as a subroutine of synthesis tools. Therefore, it provides information of a circuit to improve the circuit performance. A critical part of the circuit in term of the minimum clock-period obtained by clock-scheduling form a cycle in the constraint graph. More precisely, the union of these cycles are the critical part of the circuit. The strongly connected component of the graph obtained from the constraint graph by deleting non-critical edges in the clock-schedule that achieves the minimum clock-period is obtained. Among the strongly connected components obtained, the components consist of more than one vertex, and the components consist of one vertex with critical self-loop are detected as the critical parts of the circuit.
Experiments
The algorithms proposed are written in C++ and implemented on Sun Ultra 10 (384M memory, 778M swap). For comparisons, LP solver lp solve 3.2 [19] and CPLEX [20] are executed on the same machine.
The data used in experiments shown in Table 1 are subblocks of image processing LSIs which are designed in an industry in 0.25 [µm] (block1, 2, and 3) and in 0.18 [µm] (block4 and 5) technologies. Among circuits, block1, 2, and 3 contain multi-clock-cycle signal paths. Feasible clockperiod of block2 and 3 have upper bounds, since they contain a register pair with non-zero α u,v . In experiments, unless otherwise specified, the timing of each I/O pin is scheduled as well as registers, the target clock-timing and its minimum range are both set to 0, for simplicity. Of course, the resultant minimum feasible clock-period and clock-schedule may differ if the constraints differ, which will be demonstrated in Table 6 .
In Table 2 , the computation times to decide whether the target clock-period is feasible or not by using Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm with and without negative cycle detection are shown. The computation times of two algorithms are almost same if there is no negative cycle. This shows that the overhead of negative cycle detection is small enough. When the circuit size is large and the negative cycle exists, the expansion of the computation time of algorithm without negative cycle detection is recognized. This reflects the fact that the time complexity without negative cycle detection is O(nm). While, the computation time of the algorithm with negative cycle detection remains small when the circuit size is large. It is confirmed that the number of repetitions of the update procedure, k, is almost independent of the circuit size.
In Table 3 , the comparisons on computation times between our proposed minimum clock-period computation algorithm and LPs are shown. LP1 is lp solve 3.2 and LP2 is an industrial tool CPLEX. In our proposed algorithm, the BF-ncd is executed one time except for block5 since the minimum clock-period of each circuit is equal to its lower bound explained. The computation time of our proposed algorithm is small even if LP can not handled the system of inequalities.
In Table 4 , the comparisons on computation time between our proposed minimum cost schedule algorithm and LPs are shown. Our proposed algorithm obtains optimal solutions constantly faster than others. Also, the efficiency in terms of space complexity against LPs is proved empirically.
In Table 5 , computation times of overall system are shown. It is confirmed that the computation time is almost linear to the circuit size. In Table 6 , clock-schedule results under various constrains are shown. In this experiment, the following parameters are given to the system as constraints or used to control the system: the target clock period, the minimum range of clock-timing, the clock-timing of I/O is fixed or not, and the sum of ranges of clock-timings is maximized or not.
Conclusions
This paper introduces a practical fast clock-scheduling engine. The results to the circuit with about 10000 registers and 100000 data paths are obtained within a few minutes. It handles various design constraints such as clock-timing of I/O pin and multi-clock-cycle signal path.
For the future work, the tolerance for the clock-jitter under the existence of multi-clock-cycle signal path is urgent. The range of feasible clock-period should be taken into account in clock-schedule design. The improvement in budgeting to the range of clock-timing is also important which will improve the various circuit metric such as area, power, and clock-circuitry.
